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Advanced Fire Modeling

Course Objectives
– Fire modeling for nuclear power plant (NPP) applications
– Fire modeling uncertainty estimation

Approach
– Evaluate fire scenarios relevant to NPPs 
– Use models evaluated in verification and validation (V&V) study
– Demonstrate capability and limitations of each model type
– Quantify uncertainty as part of the fire modeling analysis
– Identify relevant sensitivity analyses to support use of results 
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Background

NFPA issued the first edition of NFPA 805 in 2001
NRC amended 10 CFR 50.48(c) in 2004 to employ NFPA 

805 as alternative to existing deterministic requirements
NFPA 805 requires that 

– Fire models shall be verified and validated (section 2.4.1.2.3)
– Only fire models that are acceptable to the authority having 

jurisdiction (AHJ) shall be used in fire modeling calculations (section 
2.4.1.2.1)

NRC/RES and EPRI completed V&V project for five fire 
modeling tools in 2007
– Results documented in NUREG-1824, EPRI 1011999
– Results supplemented in NUREG-1824 Supplement 1 (Draft)
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NUREG 1934 / EPRI 1023259 – NPP FIRE MAG

The objective of this document is to describe the process of 
conducting fire modeling analyses for commercial nuclear 
power plant applications
The process addresses the following technical elements

– Selection and definition of fire scenarios
– Determination and implementation of input values
– Sensitivity analysis
– Uncertainty quantification
– Documentation

The document provides generic guidance, recommended 
best practices, and example applications
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NUREG 1934 / EPRI 1023259 – NPP FIRE MAG

Users with following expertise will benefit the most :
– General knowledge of the behavior of compartment fires
– General knowledge of basic engineering principles, specifically 

thermodynamics, heat transfer, and fluid mechanics
– Ability to understanding the basis of mathematical models involving 

algebraic and differential equations

Further training resources
– Academic courses
– Short courses
– Written materials
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Overall fire PRA structure – NUREG/CR-6850

TASK 1:  Plant Boundary & 
Partitioning

TASK 2:  Fire PRA Component 
Selection

TASK 3:  Fire PRA Cable 
Selection 

TASK 4:  Qualitative Screening

TASK 6:  Fire Ignition 
Frequencies

TASK 5:  Fire-Induced Risk 
Model

TASK 7A:  Quantitative 
Screening - I

TASK 8:  Scoping Fire Modeling

SUPPORT TASK A:  Plant 
Walk Downs

SUPPORT TASK B:  Fire PRA 
Database

TASK 7B:  Quantitative 
Screening - II

TASK 12A:  Post-Fire HRA: 
Screening

B

Fire Analysis Module

PRA/System Module

Circuits Module

HRA Module

Fire Analysis and Fire 
Modeling Modules
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Overall fire PRA structure – NUREG/CR-6850

Detailed Fire Scenario Analysis

B

TASK 11:  Detailed Fire Modeling      

A. Single Compartment

B. Multi-Compartment 

C. Main Control Room 

TASK 9:  Detailed Circuit Failure 
Analysis

TASK 10:  Circuit Failure Mode & 
Likelihood Analysis

TASK 14:  Fire Risk Quantification

TASK 15:  Uncertainty & 
Sensitivity Analyses

TASK 16:  Fire PRA 
Documentation

TASK 12B:  Post fire HRA: 
Detailed & recoveryTASK 13:  Seismic-Fire 

Interactions

Detailed Fire Scenario Analysis

B

TASK 11:  Detailed Fire Modeling      

A. Single Compartment

B. Multi-Compartment 

C. Main Control Room 

TASK 9:  Detailed Circuit Failure 
Analysis

TASK 10:  Circuit Failure Mode & 
Likelihood Analysis

TASK 14:  Fire Risk Quantification

TASK 15:  Uncertainty & 
Sensitivity Analyses

TASK 16:  Fire PRA 
Documentation

TASK 12B:  Post fire HRA: 
Detailed & recoveryTASK 13:  Seismic-Fire 

Interactions

Fire Analysis Module

PRA/System Module

Circuits Module

HRA Module

Fire Analysis and Fire 
Modeling Modules
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Fire Modeling Theory
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Fire Modeling Theory

Parameters of interest in fire modeling analyses:
– Rate of smoke production
– Rate of smoke filling
HGL interface position

– Properties of the fire plume and ceiling jet
 Temperatures / velocities

– Properties of the HGL
 Temperature / smoke concentration / visibility

– Target response to incident heat flux 
Nuclear safety targets (cables, equipment, operators …)
 Fire protection targets (sprinklers, detectors …)
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Fire Models In NUREG 1934 / EPRI 1023259 

Algebraic models (Section 1.4.1)
– FDTs
– FIVE-rev1

Zone models (1.4.2)
– CFAST
– MAGIC

CFD models (1.4.3)
– FDS

R

H
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Fire Model V&V

Fire models shall only be applied within the limitations of the 
given model and shall be verified and validated.
Validation

– Is the physics right?
– Are the right equations being solved?

Verification
– Is the math right?
– Are the selected equations being solved correctly?

NUREG-1824, EPRI 1011999 - Verification and Validation of 
Selected Fire Models for Nuclear Power Plant Applications
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NFPA 805 Fire Modeling Applications

NFPA 805 requirements associated with fire modeling are 
organized in two sections

– Section 2.4.1.4 describes the requirements associated with the fire 
modeling tools selected for the analysis.

– Section 4.2.4.1 describes requirements for the implementation of a 
performance-based fire modeling analysis. 
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NFPA 805 Fire Modeling Applications

NFPA 805 Section 2.4.1.2 describes the requirements for the 
use of fire models, which include:
– The use of fire models acceptable to the AHJ
– The application of fire models within their range and limitations

Chapter 2 of NUREG 1934, EPRI 1023259 provides 
guidance on

Ensuring the model is within the range of limitations
Ensuring specific fire model applications are within the scope of 

existing V&V studies
What steps should be taken if they are not
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NFPA 805 Fire Modeling Applications

NFPA 805 Section 4.2.4.1 describes the process to follow 
when using fire modeling to address variances from 
deterministic requirements (VFDRs):
– Identify Targets (NFPA 805 § 4.2.4.1.1)
– Establish Damage Thresholds (NFPA 805 § 4.2.4.1.2)
– Determine Limiting Conditions (NFPA 805 § 4.2.4.1.3)
– Establish Fire Scenarios (NFPA 805 § 4.2.4.1.4)
– Protection of Required Nuclear Safety Success Paths (NFPA 805 §

4.2.4.1.5)
– Operations Guidance (NFPA 805 § 4.2.4.1.6)
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Fire Modeling in Support of Fire PRA

Fire PRA applies fire modeling in the fire scenario 
development and analysis process
– A fire scenario in a Fire PRA is often modeled as a progression of 

damage states over time
– It is initiated by a postulated fire involving an ignition source
– Each damage state is characterized by a time and a set of targets 

damaged within that time
– Fire modeling is used to determine the targets affected in each 

damage state and the associated time at which this occurs
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Fire Modeling in Support of Fire PRA
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Fire Modeling Process

Step 1
– Define modeling goals

Step 2 
– Characterize fire scenarios 

Step 3
– Select fire models

Step 4
– Calculate fire conditions

Step 5
– Sensitivity / uncertainty analyses

Step 6
– Document the analysis
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Step 1 - Define Modeling Goals

Establish general goals and performance objectives specific 
to the fire modeling application

Example of a general goal
– Demonstrate that targets required for safe shutdown remain free from 

fire damage (deterministic goal) … to a specified level of probability 
(probabilistic goal)

Example of a specific performance objective
– Evaluate if a fire in Fire Area “X” involving Panel “Y” could cause the 

surface temperature of Cable “Z” to exceed 330 °C (625 °F)
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Step 1 - Define Modeling Goals

Maximum acceptable surface temperature for a cable, 
component, secondary combustible, structural element, or 
fire-rated construction
Maximum acceptable incident heat flux for a cable, 

component, structural element, or secondary combustible
Maximum acceptable exposure temperature for a cable, 

component, structural element, or secondary combustible
Maximum acceptable enclosure temperature
Maximum smoke concentration or minimum visibility
Maximum or minimum concentration of one or more gas 

constituents, such as carbon monoxide, oxygen, hydrogen 
cyanide
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Step 2 - Characterize Fire Scenarios

A fire scenario is defined as a set of elements needed to 
describe a fire incident
These elements are typically specified in fire models
These elements include the following:

– Enclosure details
– Fire location within the enclosure
– Fire protection features that will be credited
– Ventilation conditions
– Target location(s)
– Secondary combustibles
– Source fire
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Step 2 - Characterize Fire Scenarios

Enclosure details
Enclosure details include

– The identity of the enclosures included in the fire model analysis
– The physical dimensions of these enclosures
– The boundary materials of each enclosure
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Step 2 - Characterize Fire Scenarios

Fire location
The location depends on the fire modeling goal, the target 

location, and the fire modeling tool selected
Examples:

– Targets in the fire plume or ceiling jet
– Targets affected by flame radiation
– Targets engulfed in flames
– Targets immersed in the Hot Gas Layer
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Step 2 - Characterize Fire Scenarios

Credited fire protection
Fire protection features to be credited in a fire modeling 

analysis usually require a fire protection engineering 
evaluation of the system’s effectiveness
– Assessment of the system compliance with applicable codes, 

including maintenance and inspection
– Assessment of the system performance against particular fire 

scenarios being considered.

Fire modeling tools within this course may not be able to 
model the impact of some of the fire protection features 
credited in a given scenario. 
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Step 2 - Characterize Fire Scenarios 

Ventilation conditions
Ventilation conditions include:

– Mechanical ventilation
Normal HVAC / purge mode

– Natural ventilation
Door / window / damper / vent positions

Target location(s)
The physical dimensions of the target relative to the source 

fire or the fire model coordinate system.
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Step 2 - Characterize Fire Scenarios

Secondary combustibles
Any combustible materials that, if ignited, could affect the 

exposure conditions to the target set considered. 
– Intervening combustibles, which are those combustibles located 

between the source fire and the target, are examples of secondary 
combustibles

Secondary combustibles include both fixed and transient 
materials
Secondary combustibles take on the characteristics of a 

target prior to their ignition and the characteristics of a fire 
source after their ignition
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Step 2 - Characterize Fire Scenarios

Source fire
The source fire is the forcing function for the fire scenario
Common fuel packages include electrical panels and 

transformers, cables, transient combustible material, 
lubricant reservoirs, and motors
The source fire is typically characterized by a heat release 

rate history 
Other important aspects include the physical dimensions of 

the burning object, its composition, and its behavior when 
burning
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Step 3 - Select Fire Models

Fire models can be classified into three groups: 
– Algebraic models, also known as empirical correlations
– Zone models
– CFD models 

The level of effort required to describe a scenario and the 
computational time consumed by each group increase in the 
order in which they are listed. 
– A combination of all three types of models may be useful for analyzing 

a specific problem.
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Step 3 - Select Fire Models
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Step 3 - Select Fire Models
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Step 3 - Select Fire Models
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Step 3 - Select Fire Models

Fire Dynamics Tools (FDTs) 
FDTs is a set of algebraic models preprogrammed into 

spreadsheets
The FDTs library is documented in NUREG-1805 and 

Supplement 1 (2011)
The NRC maintains a website where both new and updated 

spreadsheets are posted:

See NUREG-1934, EPRI 1011999 Table 2-2 for complete 
list of FDTs routines

www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr1805/
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Step 3 - Select Fire Models

Fire-Induced Vulnerability Evaluation (FIVE)-Rev2
FIVE is a set of algebraic models preprogrammed into 

spreadsheets
The FIVE library is documented in EPRI 3002000830
See NUREG-1934, EPRI 1011999 Table 2-3 for complete 

list of FIVE routines
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Step 3 - Select Fire Models

FDTs and FIVE both implement many of the same empirical 
correlations from the fire safety literature
Examples:

– Heskestad flame length correlation
– Heskestad plume temperature correlation
– MQH hot gas layer temperature correlation (natural ventilation)
– FPA hot gas layer temperature correlation (mechanical vent)
– Others

We are moving away from referring to FDTs or FIVE and 
towards referring to the underlying correlations
– This is reflected in the current supplement to NUREG 1824
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Step 3 - Select Fire Models

Consolidated Fire Growth and Smoke Transport 
(CFAST)
CFAST is a multi-room two-zone computer fire model
The model subdivides a compartment into two control 

volumes
– A relatively hot upper layer (i.e., the HGL) 
– A relatively cool lower layer
– Conditions within each control volume are considered as uniform at 

any time, with no spatial variations within a control volume

For some application the two-zone assumption may not be 
appropriate
– Long hallways / Tall shafts
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Step 3 - Select Fire Models

MAGIC
MAGIC is a two-zone computer fire model, developed and 

maintained by Electricité de France specifically for use in 
NPP analysis
MAGIC is fundamentally similar to CFAST and solves the 

same basic set of predictive differential equations
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Step 3 - Select Fire Models

Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS)
FDS is a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model of fire-

driven fluid flow
The model numerically solves a form of the Navier-Stokes 

equations appropriate for low-speed, thermally driven flow, 
with an emphasis on smoke and heat transport from fires
FDS computes the temperature, density, pressure, velocity, 

and chemical composition within each grid cell at each time 
step
– There are typically hundreds of thousands to several million grid cells, 

and thousands to hundreds of thousands of time steps in a FDS 
simulation
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From: NUREG-1824,
Supplement 1
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From: NUREG-1824,
Supplement 1
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Step 3 - Select Fire Models

Normalized parameters may fall outside their validation 
range defined in NUREG-1824 , EPRI 1011999 

The predictive capabilities of the fire models in many 
scenarios can extend beyond the range
– Will discuss some approaches during examples (Days 3 and 4)

Analyst is required to address these situations

Sensitivity analyses can be used to address these scenarios
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Step 4 - Calculate Fire Conditions

This step involves running the model(s) and interpreting the 
results.

The process includes
– Determine the output parameters of interest
– Prepare the input file
– Run the computer model
– Interpret the model results
– Arrange output data in a form that is suitable for the goal

Be sure to address the question(s) being asked
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Step 5 - Sensitivity And Uncertainty Analyses

A comprehensive treatment of uncertainty and sensitivity 
analyses are an integral part of a fire modeling analysis
Model uncertainty

– Models are developed based on idealizations of the physical 
phenomena and simplifying assumptions

Parameter uncertainty
– Many input parameters are based on available generic data or on fire 

protection engineering judgment
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Step 6 - Document The Analysis

 Information needed to document fire scenario selection will 
be gathered from a combination of observations made 
during engineering walkdowns and a review of existing plant 
documents and/or drawings
– Marked up plant drawings.
– Design basis documents (DBDs).
– Sketches.
– Write-ups and input tables.
– Software versions, descriptions, and input files.

A reviewer should be able to reproduce the results of a fire 
scenario analysis from the information contained within the 
documentation
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Fire Modeling Elements –
Heat Release Rate

Three questions usually have to be 
answered to adequately assess the 
heat release rate of a fire:
– How fast does the fire grow?
– What is the peak intensity of the fire?
– How long does the fire burn?

Other factors:
– Fire elevation
– Fire location relative to targets or 

obstructions
– Soot yield
– Radiative fraction
– Yield factors
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Fire Modeling Elements –
Area Configuration

Compartment geometry
Compartment Boundary materials

Table 3-1. Material Properties 

Material 
Thermal 

Conductivity 
(W/m/K) 

Density 
(kg/m3) 

Specific Heat 
(kJ/kg/K) Source 

Brick 0.8 2600 0.8 NUREG-1805, Table 2-3 
Concrete 1.6 2400 0.75 NUREG-1805, Table 2-3 
Copper 386 8954 0.38 SFPE Handbook, Table B.6 
Gypsum 0.17 960 1.1 NUREG-1805, Table 2-3 
Plywood 0.12 540 2.5 NUREG-1805, Table 2-3 

PVC 0.192 1380 1.289 NUREG/CR-6850, Appendix R 
Steel 54 7850 0.465 NUREG-1805, Table 2-3 
XLP 0.235 1375 1.390 NUREG/CR-6850, Appendix R 
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Fire Modeling Elements –
Ventilation Effects

Natural ventilation openings
– Vertical (doors / windows)
– Horizontal (ceiling / floor vents)

Leakage paths
Mechanical ventilation 

– Injection
– Extraction
– Recirculation
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Fire Modeling Elements –
Targets

Targets are objects of interest than can be affected by the 
fire-generated conditions 
Targets typically consist of 

– Cables in conduits
– Cables in raceways
– Plant equipment or
– Plant personnel

Targets are characterized by 
– Location,
– Orientation (i.e. facing the fire, HGL, floor, etc.) 
– Damage criteria and 
– Thermophysical properties
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Fire Modeling Elements –
Secondary Combustibles

 Intervening combustibles should be described in terms of 
their locations as well as in terms of their relevant 
thermophysical and flammability properties

Representing intervening combustibles in fire models 
presents technical challenges that the analyst should 
consider
– Obtaining the necessary geometric and thermophysical properties 

representing the intervening combustible and 
– The ability of the computer tools to model the fire phenomena (e.g., 

fire propagation).
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Representative Fire Scenarios
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Scenario 1 –
Targets in the Flames or Plume 

This scenario consists of a 
target (electrical cable in a 
raceway) immediately 
above an ignition source 
(electrical cabinet)
Objective: Calculate the 

time to damage for a target 
immediately above a fire
Examples B and E
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Scenario 2 –
Targets Inside or Outside the Hot Gas Layer

This scenario consists of a 
target, ignition source, and 
perhaps a secondary fuel 
source
Objective: Calculate the 

time to damage for the 
target if it is inside or 
outside the Hot Gas Layer
Examples C and E
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Scenario 3 –
Targets Located in Adjacent Rooms 

This scenario consists of a target in a room adjacent to the 
room of fire origin
Objective: Calculate the time to damage for a target in a 

room next to the room of fire origin
Example G
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Scenario 4 –
Targets in Rooms with Complex Geometries 

This scenario involves a 
room with an irregular 
ceiling height
Objective: Calculate the 

time to damage for a target 
in a room with a complex 
geometry
Examples D and H
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Scenario 5 –
Main Control Room Abandonment 

This scenario consists of a 
fire (electrical cabinet fire 
within the main control 
board) that may force 
operators out of the control 
room
Objective: Determine when 

control room operators will 
need to abandon the 
control room due to fire-
generated conditions
Example A
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Scenario 6 –
Smoke Detection and Sprinkler Activation 

This scenario addresses smoke/heat detector or sprinkler 
activation 
Objective: Calculate the response time of a smoke or heat 

detector that may be obstructed by ceiling beams, ventilation 
ducts, etc.
Examples B and E
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Scenario 7 –
Fire Impacting Structural Elements 

This scenario consists of 
fire impacting exposed 
structural elements
Objective: Characterize the 

temperature of structural 
elements exposed to a 
nearby fire source
Example F
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Summary

The purpose of this module has been to introduce the 
following concepts relevant to NPP applications:
– The fire modeling process
– The fire modeling tools
– Representative fire modeling scenarios
– Uncertainty / sensitivity analyses

On Day 2 we will review fire modeling concepts
On Days 3 and 4, we will consider the 8 example fire 

modeling scenarios from NUREG 1934 in more detail
On Friday AM, you will perform your own analyses

– Think about scenarios you would like to address
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Fire Model Verification and Validation

ASTM E 1355, Standard Guide for Evaluating the Predictive 
Capability of Deterministic Fire Models

– Verification: the process of determining that the implementation of a 
calculation method accurately represents the developer’s conceptual 
description of the calculation method and the solution to the 
calculation method.  Is the Math right?

– Validation:  the process of determining the degree to which a 
calculation method is an accurate representation of the real world 
from the perspective of the intended uses of the calculation method.  
Is the Physics right?

– This presentation focuses primarily on validation.
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Important Measurements/ Parameters

Room Temperature 
– Main control room abandonment study
– Targets in room of fire origin or adjacent compartments

Flame height, Plume & Ceiling jet temperature
– Target heating and target temperature near the ignition source
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Important Measurements/ Parameters

Oxygen & smoke 
concentration 
– Main control room habitability

Room pressure
– Issues related to mechanical 

ventilation and/or smoke 
migration

Target/wall heating and 
target/wall temperature
– Most fire scenarios 

throughout the plant
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How were the experiments selected?

 Selection Criteria: High-Quality Experiments
– Large-scale experiments 
– Availability of data
– Directly applicable to nuclear power plant applications
– Accurate measurement of the fire heat release rate 
– Well documented
– Uncertainty analysis useful

 Selection Process
– Extensive review of fire literature
– Scarcity of high-quality large-compartment fire test data 
– Typical industry tests: proprietary, reduced-scale, not NPP related
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VTT (Finland) Large Hall Fire Tests (1998-1999)

27 m

19 m

13 m

2-4 MW
Heptane Pool Fires

Thermocouple
Arrays
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NIST/NRC Fire in a Switch Gear Room (2003)

4 m

22 m
7 m

Mass/Energy
Flow out Door

400 to 2300 kW
Heptane Spray Fires

15 Tests
350 Measurements Per Test

Heat Flux
Through Walls

5 air changes/hour
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Factory Mutual / Sandia 
National Labs (1985)

18 m

12 m
Inlet Ports

1 to 10 air changes per hour

500 kW Propylene Burners

Control Room Mock-Up
Cabinets

Exhaust

6 m
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100 kW
Natural Gas

12 m

2.4 m

NBS Multi-Room Fire Tests 
(1985)
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WTC 
Investigation

NIST Home 
Smoke

Alarm Study

Sandia Cable 
Experiments
CAROLFIRE

Steckler
Compartment
Experiments

SP (Sweden) Steel
Exposure 

Experiments
Lawrence-Livermore
Forced Ventilation 

Study

US Navy Hangar
Fire Experiments NIST Residential

Sprinkler Study
NIST Roof Vent 

Study
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NUREG 1824
Supplement 1
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Fire Dynamics Tools (FDTS) NRC Spreadsheets
FIVE-Rev1 EPRI Spreadsheets 
Cons. Fire & Smoke Transport (CFAST) NIST zone model
MAGIC Electricite de France zone 
Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS) NIST CFD Model 

Spreadsheets                  Zone Models                  Field Models

DQLf 02.1- 23.0= 5/2&

Fire Models Selected
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How to present the results in a meaningful way?
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Empirical Correlations CFAST FDS

Hot Gas Layer
Temperature

Target
Temperature

Smoke Detector
Activation Time
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What is Uncertainty?

Parameter Uncertainty – refers to the contribution of the 
uncertainty in the input parameters to the total uncertainty of 
the simulation

Model Uncertainty – refers to the effect of the model 
assumptions, simplified physics, numerics, etc.

Completeness Uncertainty – refers to physics that are left 
out of the model. For most, this is a form of Model 
Uncertainty.
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Quantities
of Interest

Models of Interest

Summary of
NRC/EPRI
validation 

study

NUREG-1824, 
Supplement 1
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Procedure for Calculating Model Uncertainty

1. Express the predicted value in terms of a rise above ambient. For example, subtract the
ambient temperature from the predicted temperature. Call this value M.

2. Find the values of model bias and relative standard deviation from table on previous slide.
Compute the mean and standard deviation of normal distribution:

3. Compute the probability of exceeding the critical value:
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Sensitivity Analysis to Address 
Parameter Uncertainty

Example: MQH correlation states that the HGL temperature rise is proportional to the

HRR to the 2/3 power:
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Propagating Uncertainty
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